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Making Sense of
HOA Property Taxes
By Paul Bancroft, Esq.

Property Tax on Common Elements: Where is the tax assessed?
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Consequently, there are two steps involved in evaluating
and managing property tax assessed on common
elements. First, there must be an understanding of what
properties are owned by the association and where the tax
on that property is being assessed. Second, the valuation
of the properties must be evaluated to ensure it is fair and
equitable.
Historically, the tax on a common element was assessed
to the association that owned the common element. This
created a direct connection between the property being
assessed and the amount of the tax. An association could
monitor the tax assessed from year-to-year, and because it
could tie the assessment to a particular common element,
the association could judge whether the tax and the value
on which it was based were fair and equitable.
The legislature changed the method of assessing common
elements in 2005. At that time, it directed assessors to,
whenever possible, divide the value of common elements
among the homeowners in the community.
Each
homeowner’s share of the common elements is added
to the tax bill for the parcel they own. In other words,
even though the common elements are owned by the
association, the tax on the property is assessed directly to
the homeowners in the community.

This allocation shifts the burden of paying the tax to the
LSQIS[RIVW [LS FIRIǻX JVSQ XLI GSQQSR IPIQIRXW
But, it also complicates the association’s responsibility
of evaluating whether the tax is fair and reasonable, and,
if appropriate, challenging it. Assessors’ records often
MRHMGEXI XLEX WTIGMǻG GSQQSR IPIQIRX TEVGIPW LEZI RS
value, when in fact that value is tallied with the value
of other common element parcels and then allocated
among homeowners in the community. The homeowners
see the apportioned tax added to their bills, but no one
sees the total tax being assessed or the value on which
it is based.
To bring clarity to the tax treatment of its common
elements, an association should take the following steps.
First, identify all common elements (by assessor parcel
number) owned by the association. Second, determine
if the taxes on any of the parcels are still being billed
to the association. If any are billed to the association,
the tax amounts and the values on which the taxes are
based should be readily ascertainable from information
available on the websites of the assessor or treasurer.
For these parcels, the association may want to consider
providing the assessor the information necessary for
future taxes to be billed directly to the homeowners
in the community. Third, identify those parcels whose
values are being tallied with the value of other common
elements and allocated among homeowners in the
community. The valuation and allocation information
for these parcels is not available online, but should
be available from the county assessor. With this
information, an association is in position to evaluate
whether the valuation of the common elements is fair
and equitable.

Property Tax on Common Elements:
Is the valuation fair and equitable?
Common elements held by an association, such as parks,
swimming pools, recreation centers, and golf courses
are subject to property tax. In some instances that tax
is assessed to the association which owns the common
element, while in other instances the tax is assessed
directly to the homeowners in the community. I have
already discussed how this allocation of tax among
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to monitor. But, regardless of where the tax is assessed,
it is the responsibility of the association, as the property
owner, to monitor the assessment of its property, and, if
appropriate, challenge the valuation on which the tax is
based. Here is what you need to know to ensure that the
valuation of the common elements in your community are
fair and equitable.
Common elements are typically subject to restrictions
[LMGL IRWYVI XLI TVSTIVX] MW TVIWIVZIH JSV XLI FIRIǻX
of homeowners in the community. Common elements
usually cannot be sold or developed for residential or
commercial use. Restrictions might ensure access by
homeowners, preserve open space or limit property to a
VIGVIEXMSREPYWI;LMPIIEGLSJXLIWIVIWXVMGXMSRWEǺIGXW
the use of the particular parcel, the restrictions also impact
the value of the parcel and should be considered during
the assessor’s appraisal process.
Assessors value common elements by adding together
two values: one for the land and one for improvements
constructed on the land. Assessors typically assign a
RSQMREP ZEPYI XS XLI PERH GSQTSRIRX 8LMW VIǼIGXW XLI
fact that the use and alienability of the common elements
are restricted.
Improvements on a parcel include the items constructed
on the land such as a clubhouse, tennis court or the
tee boxes, fairways and greens of a golf course. These
improvements are valued using a statutory replacement
cost approach.
Under this approach, the assessor
estimates the current cost of replacing the improvement
and then applies a statutory rate of depreciation. This is
the same methodology used by the assessor to value all
other property in the county. Typically, assessors make no
adjustment for obsolescence attributable to restrictions
on the use and alienability of common elements.
However, in cases concerning the valuation of common
elements located in Sun City Summerlin, the Nevada
Supreme Court held that restrictions on the use of a
common element are relevant to the valuation of the
common element. While the presence of restrictions on
use does not render the common element valueless or
NYWXMJ]EWWMKRQIRXSJEƸǼEXEVFMXVEV]ZEPYIƹXLIVIWXVMGXMSRW
must be considered during the valuation process. This is
RSHMǺIVIRXXLERSXLIVX]TIWSJTVSTIVX]XLEXEVIWYFNIGX
to restrictions.
For example, property which has been dedicated for use
as low-income housing is generally subject to restrictions
that limit the pool of potential tenants and the amount
of rent that can be charged. When the impact of these
VIWXVMGXMSRWSRYWILEWFIIRUYERXMǻIHXLVSYKLEGGITXIH
approaches to valuation, it has resulted in a reduction of
the property’s taxable value. A similar approach can be
taken for common elements.

The cases involving Sun City Summerlin support the
proposition that restrictions on use and alienability must
be considered in determining value. These types of
restrictions have not typically been considered in the past,
and to do so now, should result in lower values. But, to
succeed, the impact these restrictions have on value must
FI UYERXMǻIH XLVSYKL WXERHEVH ETTVSEGLIW XS ZEPYEXMSR
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appraisal, successful appeals challenging the valuation of
common elements can be achieved.
In summary, regardless of where the tax is assessed, an
association should review the valuation of all common
elements it owns to ensure the values on which the
assessments are based are fair and equitable. The
land area of a common element should be assigned
a nominal value; if it’s not, consider questioning the
valuation.
Similarly, consider asking that the value
assigned to improvements be adjusted to account for
restrictions on use and alienability. If these questions are
not answered to your satisfaction, a valuation appeal may
be appropriate.

Paul Bancroft, Esq. attorney in the tax group
at McDonald Carano.

Plan Now for the 2018
Annual CAI Conference
and Exposition
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The Conference and Exposition provides education
sessions on operations, leadership, innovative
business practices, Name
and new products and
technologies. Industry professionals and homeowner
volunteer leaders from around the world come
together to discuss critical issues, network, and
learn about the latest community association trends.
Go to the link below to see the schedule.
www.caionline.org/Events/2018Conference/
Pages/Schedule.aspx
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